
FortuneXtra 
Savings Plan 

Multiple Currencies  

Endless Possibilities

Giving you a choice of up to 9 currencies right from the 
start, FortuneXtra Savings Plan (“FortuneXtra”) allows 
you to switch between currencies across your life journey 
to address evolving needs. Beyond attractive potential 
returns, flexible currency convertibility, the option to 
lock-in gains as well as convenient withdrawal options, 
FortuneXtra even makes legacy planning a breeze by 
letting you preserve your wealth across generations.

Highlights:

Unless otherwise specified, all ages mentioned in this leaflet refer to the age of the insured or policy owner on his or her last birthday. 

The benefits of FortuneXtra are subject to the terms, conditions and exclusions set out in the relevant product brochure and policy contract. This leaflet only provides some of the key 
features of FortuneXtra and the illustrative examples are for reference only. It should be distributed and read in conjunction with the relevant product brochure. You should not make 
any purchase decision based on this leaflet only and should refer to the relevant product brochure and policy contract.

Find out more 
about FortuneXtra

A choice of
up to 9 policy currencies

for maximum flexibility

Unlimited times of
policy currency conversion

in whole or in part to meet 
your evolving needs^

Dual currency accounts
to accumulate interest and

make flexible withdrawals anytime

First in the market*

Reach ambitious
financial goals with

attractive potential returns

Comprehensive legacy tools to aid 
wealth transfer across generations,

e.g. Flexi Continuation Option,
change of insured option

and death benefit settlement option 

Capture gains with
Policy Value Lock-in Option 
without restrictive aggregate 

lock-in rate limit 

^  Currency Conversion Option can be exercised within 30 days from each policy anniversary from the 3rd policy anniversary and only one application for conversion can be made per 
policy year.

* This is based on a comparison among participating savings plans with reversionary bonus available for new business from 2011 to November 2021 provided by insurers which are 
covered in the Provisional Statistics on Hong Kong Long Term Insurance Business for January to June 2021 (in respect of life & annuity (non-linked (Class A)) individual business (direct 
new business)) published by the Insurance Authority. The comparison was made with reference to the information on the company website of the relevant insurers and other information 
available to AXA as of November 2021. 

about FortuneXtra



Illustrative example 1

Building the foundation for your child's financial security

Notes: 
• Total cash value is the sum of guaranteed cash value, cash value of non-guaranteed reversionary bonus, cash value of non-guaranteed terminal bonus, value of the Prime Currency 

Account (if any) and value of the Global Currency Account (if any). The values are projected with the Company's current assumed bonus scale. The bonus scale is not guaranteed and may 
be changed by the Company from time to time. The actual amounts may be higher or lower than those illustrated. 

• The guaranteed value specified in the above example includes the guaranteed cash value and the guaranteed portion in the value of Prime Currency Account (if any). 
• The illustrated withdrawal amounts include withdrawal from non-guaranteed benefit. The actual amount and number of years for withdrawal may vary from those illustrated above 

depending on the actual amount of non-guaranteed benefits payable.
• Written application should be made by the policy owner for change of policy owner and withdrawal. Such requests are subject to the Company's approval and the administrative rules 

of the Company in effect from time to time. Please refer to the product brochure and policy contract of FortuneXtra for details.

Total cash value at
age 22 after withdrawals

during age 19-22: 
AUD239,262

Guaranteed value: 
AUD86,695

Non-guaranteed value: 
AUD152,567

Total cash value after 
withdrawal at age 35: 

AUD361,333

Guaranteed value: 
AUD78,534

Non-guaranteed value: 
AUD282,799

Total cash value after 
withdrawal at age 45: 

AUD390,254

Guaranteed value: 
AUD49,713

Non-guaranteed value: 
AUD340,541

Total cash value at
age 95 after withdrawals 

during age 65-95:  
AUD5,804,698

Guaranteed value: 
AUD36,517

Non-guaranteed value: 
AUD5,768,181

Olivia pays
AUD30,000

annually for
5 years

as premiums

Cathy’s age 0 4 19 22 35 45 65 95

Olivia transfers
the policy ownership

to Cathy.
Cathy then withdraws 
AUD240,000 to pay 
the down payment for 

buying a new house

Total withdrawal: 
AUD240,000

Cathy withdraws                     
AUD300,000 to start

her new business

Total withdrawal: 
AUD300,000

Cathy withdraws 
annually AUD72,000

to support
a comfortable

retirement

Total withdrawals: 
AUD2,232,000

Accumulated withdrawals plus the total cash value after withdrawal at age 138 is

around 731 times the total premiums paid
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Olivia wants her daughter, Cathy to enjoy financial security, overseas education 
in Australia and promising career opportunities in future. To lay the foundations 
for Cathy’s bright future, Olivia takes out a FortuneXtra policy.  

Policy owner Olivia (age 40) Insured
Olivia’s daughter,

   Cathy (age 0)

Premium payment term 5 years Annual premium AUD30,000

Total premiums paid AUD150,000 Notional amount AUD209,205
  at policy inception

Olivia withdraws 
AUD36,000 annually

for Cathy’s
university fees and

living expenses
in Australia for 4 years

Total withdrawals: 
AUD144,000



Illustrative example 2

Prepare for your global retirement life

Daniel’s age 30 34 6362 65 70 90

Daniel exercises the Policy 
Value Lock-in Option

to realise gains

He transfers 40% of the
latest policy value (the total 

value is RMB2,954,926)
to the Prime Currency Account 

in RMB and switches 50%
of the value of the Prime 
Currency Account to the 
Global Currency Account

in EUR as he plans to retire
in Greater Bay Area and

travels to Europe frequently

Daniel withdraws
EUR180,000

 from the Global 
Currency Account for 

buying a holiday 
home in Spain

Total withdrawal: 
EUR180,000

 (equivalent to
RMB1,346,742*) 

Daniel withdraws RMB240,000 annually
from the Prime Currency Account to

provide a retirement income stream for
age 65 to 90

Total withdrawals: RMB6,240,000

Total cash value after the 
exercise of Policy Value 

Lock-in Option and
switching from the

Prime Currency Account to the
Global Currency Account:

RMB7,372,327*

Guaranteed value: 
RMB748,117

Non-guaranteed value: 
RMB6,624,210*

Total cash value at age 90: 
RMB16,891,927*

Guaranteed value: 
RMB418,243

Non-guaranteed value:
RMB16,473,684*

Total cash value
after withdrawal:
RMB6,379,265*

Guaranteed value: 
RMB751,130

Non-guaranteed value:
RMB5,628,135*

Total cash value after the 
exercise of Policy Value 

Lock-in Option: 
RMB7,883,195*

Guaranteed value:
RMB772,218

Non-guaranteed value: 
RMB7,110,977*
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Daniel is able to enjoy a comfortable retirement life with flexible withdrawals allowed in RMB  
and in EUR, total withdrawal amount of RMB7,586,742* is equivalent to around 6 times of

the total premiums paid and still leaves a legacy at age 90 of RMB16,891,927*

(around 14 times of the total premiums paid) for his future generations

Daniel pays
RMB240,000

annually for 5 years
as premiums

Daniel wants to build a nest in a place from which can travel frequently abroad 
and realise his global retirement lifestyle, he takes out a FortuneXtra policy as 
means to achieve his dream.

Policy owner and insured Daniel (age 30)

Premium payment term 5 years Annual premium RMB240,000

Total premiums paid RMB1,200,000 Notional amount 
RMB1,673,640  at policy inception

Daniel exercises the Policy Value 
Lock-in Option again to realise gains

He transfers 50% of the latest policy 
value (the total value is RMB3,702,705) 

to the Prime Currency Account



Illustrative example 2 (Cont’d)

Notes: 
• Total cash value is the sum of guaranteed cash value, cash value of non-guaranteed reversionary bonus, cash value of non-guaranteed terminal bonus, value of the Prime Currency 

Account (if any) and value of the Global Currency Account (if any). The values are projected with the Company's current (i) assumed bonus scale and (ii) interest rate on the value of the 
Prime Currency Account of 3.75% p.a. in RMB and the value of the Global Currency Account of 2.0% p.a. in EUR (if applicable). The bonus scale and interest rate on the value of the Prime 
Currency Account and the value of Global Currency Account (if applicable) are not guaranteed and may be changed by the Company from time to time. The actual amounts may be higher 
or lower than those illustrated. 

• The guaranteed value specified in the above example includes the guaranteed cash value and the guaranteed portion in the value of Prime Currency Account (if any). 
• The switching amount from Prime Currency Account to Global Currency Account is based on the illustrative exchange rate of 1 RMB: 0.1323 EUR. The illustrative exchange rate used is for 

your reference only. The actual exchange rate applicable will be the prevailing currency exchange rate as determined by the Company at its sole discretion from time to time. As the 
illustrative exchange rate is for reference only and the switching is based on prevailing currency exchange rate which is determined by the Company at its sole discretion from time to 
time, the entire switching amount to be transferred to the Global Currency Account is non-guaranteed.  

• The latest policy value for Policy Value Lock-in Option is the sum of the latest guaranteed cash value, the latest cash value of reversionary bonus and the latest cash value of terminal 
bonus.

• The figures marked with asterisk * includes the amount in Global Currency Account denominated in EUR. An illustrative exchange rate of 1 EUR: 7.4819 RMB is used to convert the value 
of the Global Currency Account (and the designated withdrawal amount in EUR mentioned above) to RMB. The illustrative exchange rate used is for your reference only. The actual 
exchange rate applicable will be the prevailing currency exchange rate as determined by the Company at its sole discretion from time to time.

• The illustrated withdrawal amounts include withdrawal from non-guaranteed benefit. The actual amount and number of years for withdrawal may vary from those illustrated above 
depending on the actual amount of non-guaranteed benefits payable.

• Written application should be made by the policy owner for the exercise of Policy Value Lock-in Option, switching between the Prime Currency Account and the Global Currency Account 
and withdrawal. Such requests are subject to the Company's approval and the administrative rules of the Company in effect from time to time. Please refer to the product brochure and 
policy contract of FortuneXtra for details.
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Albert pays
a premium of 
USD25,000

annually
for 10 years

Albert transfers the 
policy ownership

to his son,
Ben (age 20) 

Ben transfers the 
policy ownership
to his wife, Karen

and Karen assigns her 
son, Brian (age 0)

as contingent insured 
with 50% policy value 

to be accumulated 
further

1st Generation 
Insured: Ben

2nd Generation 
Insured: Brian

Ben passes away
at age 70.
The policy

remains in-force
with Brian as the

new insured (age 40)

Illustrative example 3

A family solution that lasts for future generations

Notes: 
• Total cash value is the sum of guaranteed cash value, cash value of non-guaranteed reversionary bonus, cash value of non-guaranteed terminal bonus, value of the Prime Currency 

Account (if any) and value of the Global Currency Account (if any). For the avoidance of doubt, it is assumed that no Policy Value Lock-in Option has been exercised in this illustrative 
example. The values are projected with the Company's current assumed bonus scale. The bonus scale is not guaranteed and may be changed by the Company from time to time. The 
actual amounts may be higher or lower than those illustrated.

• The guaranteed value specified in the above example includes guaranteed cash value and the guaranteed portion in the value of Prime Currency Account (if any).
• The exercising of Currency Conversion Option to convert 50% of total cash value to CAD is based on the illustrative exchange rate of 1 USD: 1.2500 CAD. The illustrative exchange rate used 

is for your reference only. The actual exchange rate applicable will be the prevailing currency exchange rate as determined by the Company at its sole discretion from time to time. 
• Upon the approval of exercising the Currency Conversion Option, a converted percentage of the total cash value of the existing policy will be converted at the prevailing currency 

exchange rate while the notional amount, premiums payable (if any) and the projection of policy values of the Split Policy will be adjusted accordingly. The notional amount of the 
existing policy will be reduced in accordance with the converted percentage and the policy values of the existing policy will also be reduced accordingly. The Split Policy of the new plan 
will be issued in the new policy currency with the policy date being the same as that of the existing policy. All supplement(s) (if any) attached to the basic plan will continue to be attached 
to the basic plan. The reduction in the notional amount may induce a reduction of the supplement amount(s) (if any) pursuant to the Company’s then prevailing rules.  If the supplement 
amount(s) fall(s) below the minimum amount(s) as determined by the Company from time to time, the relevant supplement(s) will terminate. 

• Written application should be made by the policy owner for the exercise of Flexi Continuation Option, change of policy owner and Currency Conversion Option. Such requests are subject 
to the Company's approval and the administrative rules of the Company in effect from time to time. Please refer to the product brochure and policy contract of FortuneXtra for details.
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Policy year 0 10 20 60

Compassionate benefit:
USD4,181,054

Guaranteed value:
USD137,605

Non-guaranteed value: 
USD4,043,449

Total cash value of the 
existing policy in USD 
after the conversion: 

USD2,246,883

Total cash value of the 
Split Policy in CAD

after the conversion:  
CAD2,808,603                  

(i.e. USD2,246,883)

Total cash value after Brian 
becomes the new insured: 

USD4,181,054

Guaranteed value:
USD137,605

Non-guaranteed value: 
USD4,043,449

Albert is determined to make life easier for his family, he takes out a 
FortuneXtra policy to make wealth growth - and transfer - a seamless process 
for himself and his future generations. 

Policy owner Albert (age 40) Insured
Albert’s son,

   Ben (age 10)

Premium payment term 10 years Annual premium USD25,000

Total premiums paid USD250,000 Notional amount 
USD350,140  at policy inception

61

With Flexi Continuation Option and Currency Conversion Option, FortuneXtra can provide

a tailored legacy planning solution that fits the currency needs of Ben’s future generations

USD CAD

Brian plans to immigrate
to Canada. Karen exercises 

Currency Conversion Option

to convert 50% of the policy value 
into CAD to support Brian’s living 
expenses while keeping the rest

in USD to support her
retirement life

USD
USD

CAD

50%

50%



1. The illustrative examples above assume that
 (i) annual premium payment mode is chosen and all premiums are paid in full when due and as planned;
 (ii) standard premium is applied (the insured is not being classified as a special class) and the total premiums paid excludes the levy collected by the Insurance Authority;
 (iii) no other policy benefits or claims have been paid or becomes payable, except for the death benefit and compassionate benefit payable at the end of the relevant policy year 

specified in the illustrative examples above and no withdrawals have been made except for the withdrawals specified in the illustrative examples above; 
 (iv) there is no indebtedness under the policy;
 (v) no change of insured option has been exercised;
 (vi) Flexi Continuation Option is effective at the end of the relevant policy years corresponding to the relevant new insured’s age at effective year; 
 (vii) standard class is applied to the new insured after Flexi Continuation Option is exercised;
 (viii) each withdrawal will be made at the beginning of the relevant policy years;
 (ix) applicable to illustrative example 1: each withdrawal will be paid in the following sequence : (1) guaranteed value of the Prime Currency Account (if any); (2) non-guaranteed 

value of the Prime Currency Account (if any); (3) non-guaranteed value of the Global Currency Account (if any); (4) cash value of reversionary bonus and cash value of its 
corresponding terminal bonus; and followed by (5) guaranteed cash value together with cash value of its corresponding terminal bonus, by means of partial surrender;

 (x) applicable to illustrative example 2: each withdrawal will be paid from the value of the Prime Currency Account or the value of the Global Currency Account (if any) according 
to the description as indicated in the illustrative example;

 (xi) exercise of the Policy Value Lock-in Option is made at the end of the relevant policy years;
 (xii) each Lock-in Amount will be payable from the latest guaranteed cash value, the latest cash value of reversionary bonus and the latest cash value of terminal bonus; 
 (xiii) each switching between Prime Currency Account and Global Currency Account is made at the end of the relevant policy years; and 
 (xiv) the notional amount of the policy remains unchanged throughout the policy term, except for the reduction of notional amount due to the withdrawals, Policy Value Lock-in 

Option, Currency Conversion Option and Flexi Continuation Option made in the illustrative examples above. 

2. The prevailing currency exchange rate is determined by the Company in good faith and a commercially reasonable manner at its sole discretion from time to time with reference 
to prevailing market rate. 

3. The underlying cash value rate used to calculate the cash value is guaranteed by the Company. If there is any change in the notional amount, the corresponding cash value will be 
adjusted accordingly.

4. All the policy values and figures stated in this leaflet are rounded to the nearest whole number and are subject to rounding differences.

5. The notional amount is used for the calculation of premium and relevant policy values of this plan; it is not equivalent to the death benefit of the insured and is only one of the 
factors in determining the death benefit payable.

Remarks

FortuneXtra Savings Plan is underwritten by AXA China Region Insurance Company (Bermuda) Limited (Incorporated in Bermuda with 
limited liability) (“AXA”, the “Company”, or “we”).

The plan is subject to the terms, conditions and exclusions of the relevant policy contract. AXA reserves the final right to approve any 
application. This leaflet contains general information only and does not constitute any contract between any parties and AXA. It is not 
a policy. For detailed terms, conditions and exclusions of the plan, please refer to the relevant product brochure and policy contract, 
which will be made available by the Company upon request.

If you do not wish to receive promotional or direct marketing materials from AXA, please inform Data Privacy Officer, AXA China Region Insurance Company (Bermuda) Limited, Suite 
2001, 20/F, Tower Two, Times Square, 1 Matheson Street, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong / Avenida do Infante D. Henrique No.43-53A, 20 Andar, The Macau Square, Macau. AXA shall, without 
charge to you, ensure that you are not included in future direct marketing activities.

(Only for use in Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and Macau Special Administrative Region)
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